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For 24 years and counting, Connie Rankin has been making archival
jackets for the Calvert Marine Museum. To date, she has produced over
60 custom-made jackets, most of which house Miocene dolphin skulls. It
has only been a great pleasure to work with so skilled a preparator and
artisan as Connie. In addition to her skill in fabricating the jackets, she is
also an expert at molding, casting, and painting cast replicas. On the
following page is a lovely example of one of her replicas, a section of the
lower jaw of a Miocene elephant (i.e., a gomphothere, Gomphotheriidae).
If I did not tell you, you would be hard pressed to know which was cast vs.
the original fossil! Photo by Glen Rankin.
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If you haven't been there lately, I would
strongly urge you to go check out the shark exhibit in
the Museum’s Mezzanine Gallery. It looks great!
I'm going to call on folks again to reach out to
the Paleo team and get added to the list if you're able
to do any volunteering; even for just an hour at some
of the upcoming events so someone can take a lunch
break.
It takes a whole crew to run a clean ship. Stay
safe and Happy Hunting!
Submitted by Paul R. Murdoch Jr. ☼

If you like Paleo Art…
The original and a cast replica created by Connie
Rankin of a section of a left lower jaw of a
gomphothere (a Miocene elephant) found locally by
Melvin Gulotta and donated to the CMM. Two molars
are preserved; the anterior one is heavily worn from
use, and an erupting unworn posterior-most molar.
The original fossil is the one on the right (I think…).
Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Check out http://paleocreations.com/artist.php
Submitted by S. Godfrey. ☼

Konobelodon

President’s Column
Greetings Fossil Club Members I hope you are all doing well and able to get
out and collect now that we have some beautiful
weather!!!
As mentioned in the last fossil club meeting, I
am working on having a club event at one of the
beaches this summer. This would be more for just
camaraderie and a day of enjoying the beaches and
weather but you will certainly be able to walk quite a
distance if you want to get in a good fossil hunt while
we're there. I'm still working on a date, so stay tuned.
It is exciting to see all of the email
announcements on the work being done at the Marine
Museum. Kudos to all involved with adding to the
science of paleontology.

Dr. David Lambert is a specialist on fossil elephants.
His wife, Kat Boswell, designed and crocheted this
toy Konobelodon, whose name is Conan. He is
prominently displayed in David’s classroom. Photo
submitted by David Lambert. ☼
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Ammonite Impression in Coprolite

fossilization process. The specimen is one of only a
few coprolites in the world that shows a distinct body
impression that can be linked to a specific species.
The coprolite is from the Shales-with-Beef
Member of the Early Jurassic Charmouth Mudstone
Formation, making it approximately 197-190 million
years old. It measures 44.63mm x 32.92mm and
weighs 14.3g. The specimen is now part of the
Poozeum’s traveling coprolite exhibit – so it can leave
a lasting impression on those who see it.
Submitted by George Frandsen.
https://poozeum.com/
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/discover/mary-anningunsung-hero.html ☼

The Next Generation

The beaches near Lyme Regis, on the south
coast of England, are a fossil hunter’s paradise. It’s a
place where the sea constantly batters Jurassic-age
mudstone cliffs washing fossils down onto the shore.
Fossil hunters do their best to collect as many fossils
as possible before the tides wash these prehistoric
treasures away.
One of the most famous fossil hunters from
this area was Mary Anning, who discovered the first
complete ichthyosaur skeleton in 1810/11, a
Plesiosaurus skeleton in 1823, and a Pterodactylus
skeleton in 1828. Interestingly enough, she also
discovered some incredible coprolites (fossilized
dung of an animal) while she was fossil hunting.
Nearly 200 years later, Mike Harrison, a
renowned fossil hunter from Lyme Regis also found
an incredible coprolite while he was collecting fossils
Budding paleontologist Brooke Burchett won’t soon
on the shore. Mike’s coprolite had the distinct
forget her tour of the Paleontology Collections at the
impression of a Caenisites turneri ammonite on it.
Calvert Marine Museum. Photo submitted by Tim
Showing that an ammonite and the soft feces of a seaBurchett. ☼
dwelling animal encountered one another prior to the
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Rare Tooth of the Paleocene Fish
Saurocephalus Found

Off and on for thirty years, I’ve puzzled over
a small (7 mm-long) find from the Paleocene
Brightseat Formation. Way back before the football
stadium was built in Prince George’s County, the
Wilsons owned the farm where the Brightseat outcrop
was located. The father and son team still farmed this
largest tract of undeveloped land inside the
Washington, D.C. Beltway, and were always willing
to allow us to screen for fossils.
What made this tooth difficult to identify was
that it had a hollow, rectangular root like a reptile, but
was much smaller than any known to me from the
Paleocene, or Cretaceous, since the Severn Formation
material is reworked into the Brightseat. After
reviewing many pictures of iguana, mosasaur palatine
teeth, and un-erupted dinosaur teeth without finding a
match, some knowledgeable friend’s opinions were
sought out. They contacted Eric Sadorf – USGS who
nailed the identification immediately, Saurocephalus
lanciformis Harlan 1824. After three decades, a
mystery is solved, and the tooth gets a home at the
Calvert Marine Museum where other researchers can
appreciate it. Thanks to Earl, Don, Eric, George,
Ralph and Stephen for your help.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/267841275
_Rayfinned_fishes_Osteichthyes_Actinopterygii_from_th
e_type_Maastrichtian_the_Netherlands_and_Belgiu
m Pg. 123 Fig. 4B
Text and photo submitted by Bob Wiest. ☼

Megalodon Body Length
https://bigthink.com/the-past/ancient-megalodonshark-was-evenbigger/?fbclid=IwAR1P8jQhujOntGytSWSJfTRQhy
hQ-XSKjiv5RWl9-e2ogyLgIY7rhyJVNQ#Echobox=1651411505
Submitted by Doug Alves.
Another example of the great press given to a
collaborative work spearheaded by Dr. Victor Perez!
☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Editor’s Note: This is a sequel to Ruben’s previous
article ‘Neogene Shark Teeth of the Netherlands’, The
Ecphora, 37(1), March 2022.

Neogene Shark Teeth and Other
Marine Fossils from Belgium
By Ruben Krutzen, MA
Marine fossils of Neogene (Tertiary) age can
be found not only in the U.S.A. (east coast and other
areas), but also in Europe. For example, in the
Netherlands and Belgium, many fossilized shark teeth
can be found in marine deposits. In Belgium around
Antwerp (Antwerpen) and the banks around de
Westerschelde, fossil shark teeth and other Neogene
(23.03 ± 0.3 – 2.588 ± 0.04 Ma) fossils can be found
in the ‘Sands of Antwerp’ (Zanden van Antwerpen)
and other marine sediments.
During the Miocene and Pliocene (the
Neogene Period), the area around Antwerp was
covered by a sea (southern North Sea Basin). Sharks
and other marine animals inhabited these waters.
Many species of sharks lived in the North Sea Basin
during the Neogene. Some of these looked a lot like
modern sharks. Small and medium sized sharks like
Galeocerdo aduncus (Agassiz, 1843) and sand tigers
like Araloselachus vorax (Le Hon, 1871) searched for
food in the sea. Perhaps these sharks were in the 3-4
or even 5 meters range. The modern tiger shark
(Galeocerdo cuvier (Péron & Lesueur, 1822)) can
grow up to 5 meters long. Galeocerdo aduncus must
have been a formidable shark with serrated teeth like
its modern family member.

The ancestor and close relative of the great
white shark, Carcharodon hastalis (Agassiz, 1843),
was among the biggest of the shark species and could
(perhaps) grow up to 7 or 8 meters based upon its
tooth size. Carcharodon hastalis was a fearsome
predator with triangular teeth that were not serrated.
The teeth of C. hastalis are quite big and can be 7 cm
in length. Its diet consisted for the most part of fish
plus a variety of marine mammals (for example the
ancestors of modern dolphins).
Competition was always present and C.
hastalis was not the biggest or most powerful shark in
the North Sea. Its modern relative, Carcharodon
carcharias (Linnaeus, 1758) outcompeted it in the
serration department. The modern great white shark
can grow up to 6 or even 7 meters (according to some
sources) with a weight of 1-3 tons. Formidable, but
even bigger sharks existed. The family of Otodus
sharks (the Otodontidae) did not stop increasing in
size during its long evolutionary history and Otodus
megalodon (Agassiz, 1838) was the most powerful
and biggest shark during the Miocene and Pliocene in
Belgium.

A small fossil shark tooth. Probably Sphyrna integra
(Probst, 1878). A species of hammerhead shark found
in sediments of (mixed) Neogene age. Size: approx. 78 mm (with root). All photos and artwork by Ruben
Krutzen.

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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modern great white Carcharodon carcharias
(Linnaeus, 1758) (McCormack et al., 2022) and orcas
were also important factors. In comparison with
Carcharodon hastalis (Agassiz, 1843) and
Carcharodon carcharias (Linnaeus, 1758), Otodus
megalodon was often not only bigger, but weighed
more (up to 30-50 tons, perhaps even 100 for the
largest individuals) and has thicker, more robust teeth.
The presence of a bourlette is also important to
distinguish Otodus from other shark teeth.

Some fossil shark teeth and other Neogene fossils
from Belgium. They consist for the most part of C.
hastalis and a fragment of an Otodus sp. tooth. In the
lower left quadrant is perhaps an Isurus retroflexus
(Agassiz, 1838) or a Carcharodon hastalis (Agassiz,
1843) tooth. A part of the tooth is missing. The sand
tiger-like tooth probably belongs to Araloselachus
vorax (Le Hon, 1871). A partial vertebra and a
dolphin ear bone is also visible. An odontocete tooth
from the Eurhinodelphinidae (long snouted dolphin
like animals) or Kentriodontidae can also be seen.
Its relatives, family members or even
ancestors, Otodus auriculatus (Blainville, 1818) and
Otodus angustidens (Agassiz, 1835) were fearsome
‘megatooth’ sharks that could grow from 9-15 meters
in length (a maximum of about 18-20 meters in the
case of O. megalodon (Perez et al., 2021), but only in
the seas around North and South America, for
example around Chile). These (super) sized sharks ate
a lot of food, like big fishes (including other sharks),
whales and other cetaceans. The high protein and
caloric intake these sharks needed (especially in the
form of whales) could migrate to other places in the
world, for example to the Polar Regions, perhaps
contributed to the extinction of megalodon. Other
factors like competition with other sharks like the

C. hastalis teeth and other, smaller mixed Neogene
(i.e. Mio-Pliocene) teeth.

Perhaps and even very likely, the waters
around Antwerp and other Belgium places like Doel
were also habitats of smaller Otodus sharks (smaller
Otodus teeth have been found). It is not known how
many whales or other marine mammals were present
in the North Sea during the Miocene and Pliocene.
Fossils in the form of vertebrae and fossil ‘ear bones’
(bullae) of cetaceans in combination with fossil shark
teeth provide compelling evidence that whales and
sharks lived together in Belgium and surrounding
areas. Dolphin teeth from Eurhinodelphinidae and
Kentriodontidae, prove that dolphin-like animals
lived alongside baleen whales, sharks and other
fishes.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Otodus megalodon (Agassiz, 1838) attacking a small,
baby dolphin. Drawing by the author.

Possibly a sperm whale (Physeteridae) fossilized
partial tooth. (Miocene-Pliocene).
References
Cocke, J, 2002. Fossil Shark Teeth of The World. Lamna Books.
Knoll, S. 2021. Neogene Sharks of Antwerp. Aartselaar : Stéphane Knoll.
Louwye, S., Marquet, R., Bosselaers, M. and Lambert, O. 2000. Stratigraphy of
an Early-Middle Miocene sequence near Antwerp in northern
Belgium (southern North Sea Basin). Geologica Belgica, 13.
McCormack J., Griffiths, M.L., Kim, S.L., Shimada, K., Karnes, M., Maisch, H.,
Pederzani, S., Bourgon, N., Jaouen, K., Becker, M.A., Jöns, N.,
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R.A., and Tütken, T. 2022. Trophic position of Otodus megalodon
and great white sharks through time revealed by zinc isotopes. Nature
Communications, https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-022-30528-9
Perez, V.J., Leder, R.M., and Badaut, T. 2021. Body length estimation of
Neogene macrophagous lamniform sharks (Carcharodon and
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A fossil cetacean vertebra. Very damaged and eroded
(Miocene-Pliocene).

Wes, C. de. 2000. Zwart Goud - Haaientanden en andere fossielen op het strand
van Knokke tot Cadzand en van Nieuwvliet tot Breskens. Haaientand
Uitgeverij.
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Wes, C. de. 2001. Zwart Goud Deel 2 - Over haaien, haaientanden & andere
fossielen op het strand van Knokke tot Cadzand en van Nieuwvliet
tot Breskens. Haaientand Uitgeverij.
Websites
http://users.telenet.be/somniosus/Homepage_set.htm
http://www.megalodon-haizahn.de/tabelle-europa.html
https://animaldiversity.org/accounts/Carcharodon_carcharias/
https://ddata.over-blog.com/xxxyyy/0/28/02/25/syst-cadzand/cadzand.htm
https://robbinsfossielen.page.tl/

krutzen@home.nl ☼

A Fossil Isurus sp. Tooth
In the Netherlands in Zeeland (Cadzand-Bad,
Nieuwvliet-Bad, Groede and other places), fossil
shark teeth and other Neogene (23.03 ± 0.3 – 2.588 ±
0.04 Ma) fossils can be found along the shoreline and
in the sand on the beaches. One of the rarest fossil
shark teeth that can be found are those of the ‘False
mako’ Parotodus benedeni (Le Hon, 1871). In the
Netherlands, fossil shark teeth of this species are very
rare. The author of this short article has been lucky to
find a few teeth of P. benedeni. Teeth of these sharks
are often curved. Other more common species include
Carcharodon hastalis (previously referred to as
Isurus hastalis), Isurus oxyrinchus (Rafinesque,
1810), and Isurus retroflexus (Agassiz, 1838). These
species are mako or great white shark-like animals.

probably that of an Isurus (mako) species, possibly
Isurus oxyrinchus (Rafinesque, 1810) or Isurus
retroflexus (Agassiz, 1838). Because it is so thick
(root and crown), the author initially hoped it could
be a small tooth of P. benedeni (Le Hon, 1871). See
also
the
first
tooth
on
the
website:
https://sharksandfossils.page.tl/Otodontidae.htm.
More online discussions about fossil shark teeth
helped the author settle on the identification of the
tooth as Isurus sp. (I. oxyrinchus or I. retroflexus).
The tooth probably belonged to Isurus oxyrinchus
(Rafinesque, 1810). Photo by Ruben Krutzen.

Isurus oxyrinchus (Rafinesque, 1810) is a mako shark
(shortfin mako). Its teeth are often found in marine
(Tertiary) sediments. Source photo: https://sharkreferences.com/species/view/Isurus-oxyrinchus
References
Cocke, J. 2002. Fossil Shark Teeth of the World. Lamna Books.
Lindeman, T. and Fraaije, R. (eds.). 2003. Gids voor strandfossielen van
Cadzand en Nieuwvliet-Bad. Oertijdmuseum "De Groene Poort".
Wes, C. de. 2000. Zwart Goud - Haaientanden en andere fossielen op het strand
van Knokke tot Cadzand en van Nieuwvliet tot Breskens. Haaientand
Uitgeverij.
Wes, C. de. 2001. Zwart Goud Deel 2 - Over haaien, haaientanden & andere
fossielen op het strand van Knokke tot Cadzand en van Nieuwvliet
tot Breskens. Haaientand Uitgeverij.
Websites
http://www.blackriverfossils.org/SharkTeeth/Parotodusbenedeni/tabid/53/Fossil
s/3808/Default.aspx
http://www.blackriverfossils.org/SharkTeeth/Parotodusbenedeni/tabid/53/Fossil
s/3938/Default.aspx
https://cadzand.org/nl/haaientanden.php
https://ddata.over-blog.com/xxxyyy/0/28/02/25/syst-cadzand/cadzand.htm

A shark tooth from Cadzand-Bad in the Netherlands.
Total length: approximately 2.5 - 3 cm (the full root
was not preserved). It has a relative thick root and
crown. It is difficult to be certain, but the tooth is
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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https://geologievannederland.nl/fossielen/vindplaatsen/zeeuwse-stranden
https://shark-references.com/species/view/Isurus-oxyrinchus
https://www.mineralienatlas.de/lexikon/index.php/Niederlande/Zeeland%2C%2
0Provinz/Cadzand

Mystery Dolphin Periotic

krutzen@home.nl ☼

3-D Scanning
A lovely 3-D scan of one of our megalodon teeth is
available for viewing on MorphoSource:
http://n2t.net/ark:/87602/m4/432032
Submitted by Stephen Groff. ☼

Dolphin Skull Quarried

Thanks to Bobby Jones, we were able to successfully
quarry a eurhinodelphinid skull (field jacket in the
foreground) from his property along Calvert Cliffs.
From left to right: Dr. Victor Perez, Jack Cooper,
Marcus Jones, Stephen Groff, and Pat Gotsis. The
find was reported to us by Bill Prochownik! Many
thanks to Walt Johns for boating us around and Ken
and Martha Mathews for additional support. Photo
by S. Godfrey. ☼

Living Dolphins Self-Medicate
https://www.cell.com/iscience/fulltext/S25890042(22)005417?_returnURL=https%3A%2F%2Flinkinghub.elsevi
er.com%2Fretrieve%2Fpii%2FS2589004222005417
%3Fshowall%3Dtrue#%20
Submitted by Yasemin Tulu. ☼

Of all the different kinds of Miocene dolphin periotics
(periotic = inner ear boney complex) known from
along Calvert Cliffs, this recent find by Paul
Murdoch remains unidentified. Photos by S. Godfrey.
☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Miocene Baleen Whale Jacket

Paleo intern Stephen Groff (left) next to the archival
jacket that he recently completed. With him is Christa
Conant who prepared the skull that Paige Fischer
brought to our attention some years ago. Paige and a
team from the Museum quarried the skull from
Calvert Cliffs along the then Clancy estate. Photo by
S. Godfrey. ☼

Large Squalodon Teeth Found

Belinda Musterer recently found these two large
Squalodon cheek teeth near Waldorf, Maryland.
Photo submitted by Belinda Musterer. ☼

Voice of America at CMM

Neogene Echinoids of Florida
My friend Adam Osborn put out a paper last
year on the Neogene Echinoids of Florida. It might
interest some members of the club as he names several
new species of the Sand Dollar Abertella, which we
are lucky enough to have here in Calvert County. The
CMM will have examples of these new species as
soon as John Nance and I complete the southward
migration of my collection down to Solomons.
www.floridamuseum.ufl.edu/wpcontent/uploads/sites/35/2020/07/Vol57No3archivalr
educed.pdf
Submitted by Mike Ellwood. ☼

Abdul Aziz Khan (center) from Voice of America
interviewed Stephen Godfrey (left) and Victor Perez
for a piece on megalodon. Notice the newly installed
megalodon dentition thanks to Victor’s initiative.
Photo by videographer Gulfam Khan. ☼

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Drilled Megalodon Tooth Found in
Archeological Context

Victor Perez responded:
Hi Matt,
Very cool! That is definitely an Otodus meglaodon
tooth. There are exposures along the Choptank River
that it could have come from. It is likely from the
Choptank Formation, which is ~13.5 - 12.5 million
years old.
Best,
Victor
Stephen Godfrey responded:
Hi Victor,
The possibility of it being Carcharodon carcharias
crossed my mind because the bourlette is not really
visible, even though I think this is the lingual side of
the tooth. Yes, the serrations appear to be very
even…so that would strongly suggest O. megalodon.
Best,
Stephen

This drilled Otodus megalodon tooth was recovered
during archaeological excavation last week at a site
in Caroline County, Maryland...just north of Denton.
This one is drilled in three places, but the two drill
holes on the sides are damaged and they are also
obscured in this photo taken before it was cleaned up.
It was recovered during the Annual Tyler Bastian
Field Session in Maryland Archaeology. It is an
annual partnership between Maryland Historical
Trust and the Archeological Society of Maryland.
This year it was held at the Barwick's Ordinary site
near Denton.
https://youtu.be/CS16Fq5iTMg
Text and photo submitted by Dr. Matt McKnight
Chief Archaeologist - Maryland Historical Trust
Maryland Department of Planning

Victor responded further…
Hi Stephen,
Even though the bourlette is not present, the chevron
shape of the enamel suggests there was once a
bourlette that has since worn away. I also agree that
the serrations appear to be rather uniform and
rounded, which would align with megalodon. Also,
knowing that it likely originated from the Choptank
River makes me confident that it is megalodon.
Best,
Victor
Matt McKnight responded to Stephen’s question
about why the root was drilled in three places…
That the root was drilled in three places is
unexpected and unique as far as I know. One drill hole
might be expected if the tooth were hung for personal
adornment, but three holes would suggest another use
or application. Best I can figure...the person making
the pendant wanted to do something "fancy" with the
knotting of the leather or cordage that was used to
make the necklace.

Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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It's possible that more than one tooth was
involved in the original necklace as well (we found a
second tooth, but the root bit was busted off). Maybe
they needed three holes to get the teeth to line up the
way they wanted. ☼

Beached Atlantic Stingray

Otters on the Beach

This partially desiccated modern Atlantic stingray
(Dasyatis sabina) was found along Calvert Cliffs. It
caught my attention because the midline dermal
scutes (below) and the denticulate tail spine (secondbelow) were nicely exposed.

The sediment under my fingernails is from the Little
Cove Point Member of the St. Marys Formation. 
Multiple trackways of otters were spotted on a beach
below the cliffs. Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Pathological Megalodon Tooth
https://www.yahoo.com/news/ancient-shark-toothodd-shape-161206129.html
Submitted by Walt Johns. ☼

Intact tail spine. Photos by S. Godfrey. ☼
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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ParaloidTM B-72 as an Adhesive
and Consolidant for the
Preparation of Fossils
By Stephen Groff
Introduction
ParaloidTM B-72, also referred to simply as B72, is one of the best and most widely used
consolidants and adhesives in fossil preparation. B-72
is an acrylic co-polymer (Davidson and Brown,
2012), sold in the form of colorless clear solid pellets,
that can dissolve in a variety of solvents, most
commonly acetone for fossil preparation, and once
applied dries colorless and clear. The biggest
advantage to using B-72 in fossil preparation
compared to other adhesives and consolidants, is its
extreme longevity, re-workability, and reversibility,
with an expected useful lifetime of greater than 100
years (Feller, 1978).

of the fossil being prepared. For most consolidation
uses, a consolidant that readily soaks into the fossil is
desired, to achieve this a stock 20% solution of B-72
should be diluted by 50% or more with acetone. The
final concentration of the B-72 consolidant is not
important, just that it is thin enough to be readily
absorbed into the fossil. However, for some
consolidating tasks, a thicker consolidant is needed to
keep cracked pieces from falling apart; for this
application stock 20% B-72 can be used as is or
slightly thinned with a small amount of acetone.

Consolidant Application
There are several ways to apply B-72
consolidant, depending on what fossil it is being
applied to, and how much needs to be applied. For
small applications, where only a small area needs
consolidation, a bottle with a microtip applicator can
be used (Fig. 1A), these bottles can be filled and
refilled with the desired thickness of B-72 and left
open on a work bench for weeks, and when their tips
become clogged, they can be cut shorter or replaced.
Safety
The bottles and microtips sold by PaleoBond are
B-72 on its own is almost completely benign,
ideal, as they can be purchased for only a few dollars
although ingestion or inhalation of dust should be
online and can last for years. Another good option for
avoided, and pellets should be stored in a sealed
applying consolidant to a small area is to use a
container (Dow, 2020). However, the solvents used
dropper bottle (Fig. 1B), which allows the preparator
for dissolving B-72 may be harmful. The most
to have much more fine control over the amount of
common solvent used in fossil preparation is acetone,
consolidant they are applying compared to the bottle
when using acetone for any application precautions
with the microtip. For larger applications, an acid
should be taken to minimize exposure to it and its
wash brush (Fig. 1C) can be used to apply the
vapors. Always work in a well-ventilated area, avoid
consolidant from a jar or beaker. Brushing
skin contact as much as possible, and wear proper
consolidant onto a fossil should only be done in a
personal protective equipment when necessary.
well-ventilated area and with proper protective
Acetone is also flammable and should be kept away
equipment as it creates a large amount of acetone
from open flames or other sources of ignition.
vapors.
For very small applications, such as working
Application of B-72
under the microscope on delicate specimens, a
Consolidant Concentrations
hypodermic needle can be used to apply the
The purpose of a consolidant is to soak into a
consolidant. Fine tweezers can also be used to apply
fossil and hold it together, making it stable for the
small amounts of consolidant, by using the surface
long term. When using B-72 as a consolidant many
tension of the consolidant to hold it between the
different concentrations and thicknesses can be used.
closed tips of the tweezer. The tweezers can then be
Determining the correct thickness of B-72 consolidant
touched to the fossil to deposit the consolidant. For
needed for a particular application is mainly done by
very fine application of an extremely small amount of
feel and can be adjusted on the fly to meet the needs
consolidant, a sharp thin needle, such as an insect
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Figure 1. (A) Bottle with microtip applicator. (B) Dropper bottle. (C) Cup/beaker with acid wash brushes. (D)
Aluminum tubes both filled and empty.
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pinning needle can be dipped into the consolidant and
used to place a very small drop onto the fossil.
It can be helpful to pre wet a fossil with
acetone before applying B-72 consolidant, so that the
B-72 can better soak into the fossil and prevent the B72 from remaining on the surface of the fossil a shiny
layer. Conversely, if a fossil that has been
consolidated with B-72 appears too shiny or has too
much B-72 on its surface, more acetone can be used
to help drive the B-72 deeper into the specimen, and
improve the surface finish.
When working on small specimens that will
be completely covered in consolidant, it can be
helpful to place them on a piece of silicone-coated
mylar, so that they do not become adhered to the work
area. If the specimen being consolidated becomes
adhered to the silicone-coated mylar, it can simply be
pulled off without damage.
Adhesive Concentrations
An adhesive is used to rejoin pieces of a
specimen that have broken apart. Much like with
consolidants, B-72 adhesive can be mixed in varying
concentrations depending on the needs of a particular

application. For most applications, an adhesive that is
thick enough to not easily run-off the fossils, but thin
enough to coat the surface is desired. A stock 50% B72 adhesive is a good concentration for most
applications but can be thinned with acetone if
needed.
Adhesive Application
When applying B-72 adhesive, it is important
to have applied consolidant first if it is required, as
applying consolidant after adhesive B-72 is applied
could cause the adhesive to weaken, and for the bond
between the two pieces to fail.
The easiest method of applying B-72 adhesive
is to use pre-filled aluminum tubes (Fig. 1D). Simply
squeeze out the needed amount of adhesive onto the
area being rejoined and put the pieces together, being
careful to wipe off any excess adhesive. The pieces
will then need to be set aside until the adhesive dries,
which can take several hours. Some larger specimens
may need to be set into a sandbox to hold the pieces
in place until the adhesive is dry (Fig 2).

Figure 2. Garnet sand being used to hold a fossil odontocete vertebra steady while it is being reassembled with B72 adhesive.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Figure 3. (A) Acetone measured into a jar. (B) ParaloidTM B-72 measured onto cheesecloth. (C) ParaloidTM B-72
wrapped into a bundle of cheesecloth and tied with a thread. (D) Bundle of ParaloidTM B-72 suspended in acetone.
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If aluminum tubes cannot be found, a bamboo skewer,
a brush or anything similar can be used to apply dabs
of B-72 adhesive from a jar onto the area being joined.
For fine applications where precision matters, a
syringe could be used to apply B-72 adhesive. For
really fine applications, a dot of adhesive can be
applied with the tip of a needle.
Preparing B-72
Mixing B-72 using Stephen Koob’s Cheesecloth
Method
The easiest and most effective method for
mixing B-72 is one first described by Stephen Koob
(Koob, 1986; Koob, 2009). In this method, the desired
amount of solvent is measured out and put into a wide
mouthed jar (Fig. 3A). The desired amount of B-72 is
then measured out and placed onto a square of
cheesecloth (Fig. 3B), which is then tied into a bundle
using cotton thread, leaving the end of the thread long
(Fig. 3C). The bundle of B-72 is then suspended in the

jar by closing the long end of the thread in the lid of
the jar, with just the bottom of the bundle touching the
acetone (Fig. 3D). Once the bundle is suspended in
the acetone, a stream of dissolved B-72 should be seen
flowing down to the bottom of the jar. It is important
not to disturb the jar as the B-72 is dissolving. As the
B-72 dissolves, the more concentrated solution of B72 in acetone sinks to the bottom, bringing fresh
acetone to the top of the jar to continue dissolving
more B-72. Since fresh acetone is always at the top of
the jar with the B-72, it dissolves much faster than
simply mixing the B-72 and acetone. Within several
hours (more or less, depending on concentration and
volume of the solution being mixed), the B-72 should
be done dissolving and the cheesecloth can be
removed. Finally, stir the jar to mix the concentrated
solution at the bottom of the jar with the less
concentrated solution at the top.

Table 1. Suggested concentrations for mixing B-72 as a consolidant or adhesive.
Mixing B-72 as a Consolidant
To prepare a batch of 20% stock B-72
consolidant, simply measure out a weight of B-72 in
grams and volume of acetone in milliliters in roughly

a 1 to 5 weight/volume ratio and mix the two using
the cheesecloth method. The batch size can be varied
to different sizes depending on how much consolidant
is needed. However, a good batch size suggested in
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Davidson and Brown (2012) is 100g of B-72 for
500ml of acetone (Table 1).
Mixing B-72 as an Adhesive
The ideal stock solution for B-72 adhesive,
that can be thinned or thickened for different use cases
is roughly a 50% weight to weight ratio of B-72 to
acetone or a 1 to 1 weight/weight ratio, with a small
amount of fumed silica being added to enhance the
rheology of the solution.
To prepare a batch of B-72 as an adhesive,
simply weigh out even weights of B-72 and acetone.
Then, mix a small amount of fumed silica into the
acetone before applying the cheese cloth method. A
good batch size suggested by Davidson and Brown
(2012) is 100g of B-72 to 100g of acetone, with 1.5g
of fumed silica (Table 1). For making any
concentration of B-72 adhesive greater than 50%, it is
best to first mix it at a 50% concentration, then let
some of the acetone evaporate to reach the desired
concentration.

infinite shelf life. Over time prepared B-72 may begin
to thicken as acetone evaporates out, but this can be
fixed by simply adding more acetone.
Whatever vessel is chosen to store prepared B72 in, it should be labeled properly, with the exact
contents and concentration. For instance, a bottle of
20% stock consolidant, should be labeled “Paraloid
B-72 20% w/v with acetone.” It is very important that
when labeling to ensure the label won’t be removed
accidentally by acetone in prepared B-72. The easiest
way to prevent this would be to write the label directly
on the storage container and cover it with clear tape.
Alternatively, a label from a labeling machine, or a
taped-on paper label will also work well.
B-72 and Water
B-72 dissolved in acetone cannot be applied to
wet fossils, it will react turning white, and will not
penetrate into the fossil, but rather make a film on its
surface. If B-72 is applied to a wet fossil, and turns
white, it can be reversed with the application of
acetone.

Storage of Prepared B-72 Consolidant and Adhesive
Once B-72 consolidant or adhesive has been
Removal of B-72 From a Fossil
prepared, it must be stored in a sealed container to
To remove excess or unwanted B-72
prevent the acetone from evaporating. The simplest
consolidant or adhesive from a specimen, simply
way to store prepared B-72 is to store it in the jar it
apply a small amount of acetone, and with a brush,
was mixed in, so long as that jar and its lid are acetone
cotton swab or dental scaler, pull away the B-72, or
resistant. To prevent the lid of the jar from becoming
more acetone can be applied to wash away the excess.
glued shut by the B-72, tinfoil, or a piece of siliconeCompletely hardened B-72 may also be chipped off
coated mylar (see Fig. 4A) can be placed between the
with a dental scaler, or needle in a pin-vise. If all the
lid and the jar.
B-72 needs to be removed from a specimen, it will
TM
Alternatively, a more costly Nalgene bottle
need to be soaked in acetone to dissolve away the B(see Fig. 4B) can be used to store prepared B-72, with
72. However, it may not be possible to completely
the benefit of a more easily removable, tighter sealing
remove all the B-72 from a well consolidated
lid and having a smaller opening that is easier to pour
specimen.
out of than a jar. B-72 adhesive can also be stored in
aluminum tubes (see Fig. 1D) for easier dispensing
From Tools or a Work Area
when needed. Empty tubes can usually be found sold
In most cases B-72 can be scraped off smooth
as empty ointment tubes online. To fill the tubes,
tools and work surfaces. If it cannot be scraped off,
simply pour in B-72 adhesive into the open end, and
acetone must be used to loosen it up, or if necessary,
once filled about 2/3 to 3/4 of the way fold the end
completely dissolve it.
over several times and crimp it with a pair of pliers to
seal the tube.
From a Jar or Bottle
If stored in a properly sealed container,
If the B-72 in the jar is still dissolved in
prepared B-72 consolidant of adhesive has a nearly
acetone, water can be added to the jar or bottle, this
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Figure 4. (A) Jar with silicone-coated Mylar film under the lid. (B) NalgeneTM bottle. All photos by Stephen Groff.
will turn the B-72 inside into a white film that can
easily be removed with forceps of a dental scaler and
disposed of. If the B-72 has already dried, it must be
redissolved with acetone before removal.
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along the base of the cliff, creating a relatively rocky
shoreline that is very different from the sandy beaches
adjacent to this river channel deposit.

Stephen.Groff@calvertcountymd.gov ☼

Fluvial Deposit

This cliff face along the present-day Potomac River,
Maryland, shows evidence of an ancient river that
travelled a different path. The middle section of the
cliff is composed of a conglomeratic layer, with large
cobbles of rounded quartzite and chert, which were
transported and shaped by the fast moving water. As
the cliff face erodes, the large cobbles accumulate

Text and photos submitted by Dr. Victor Perez. ☼
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Boring Sponge Trace Fossil

The openings in the shell created by the sponges were
infilled with the same sediment that now preserves the
shell impression. These trace fossils, known as
Entobia (many thanks to Dr. Sally Walker for the
identification of this trace fossil) present as numerous
spherical clusters/galleries over much of the surface
of the impression. Photos by S. Godfrey.
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/sciencenature/drill-baby-drill-sponges-bore-into-shellstwice-as-fast-in-acidic-seawater-796124/
☼

CMMFC at Maritime Festival

This Miocene scallop impression of Chesapecten
nefrens was collected and donated to the Calvert
Marine Museum by Cynthia Walker. What makes her
find unusual is that because the carbonate shell is no
longer preserved, but rather just its impression, the
impression also preserves additional evidence of
bioerosion, probably by Miocene boring sponges.

The recent Maritime Festival at the Museum was a
success despite the weather! We had a steady flow of
visitors that were interested in learning. Our Fossil
Club table was “manned” by Dave Bohaska, Kathy
Ellwood, and myself (Mike Ellwood). I must say that
it was great seeing Dave behind the table (above)
really enjoying himself. Submitted by Mike Ellwood.
☼
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Receptaculites

dolphin these pathological snouts came from. We are
very grateful that Amber donated her find to the
CMM. Photo by S. Godfrey.
Gerholdt, J. and Godfrey, S.J. 2010. Enigmatic
osteology in Miocene odontocete rostra
suggests periostitis. Marine Mammal Science,
26:381–394.
DOI:
10.1111/j.17487692.2009.00342.x
☼

How Rocks Form

Keith Meiers who lives/ranches/farms in North
Dakota found the fossil receptaculite near Ross,
North Dakota.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Receptaculites
Photo submitted by Jane Kostenko. ☼

Dolphin Pathological Partial
Rostrum

Elena Alexander (14) created this nifty science
poster describing how some rocks form. Submitted by
Sherrod Sturrock. ☼

Geological Column
Time Chart 2022
While out along the Cliffs with CMMFC President
https://stratigraphy.org/ICSchart/ChronostratChart20
Paul Murdoch, Amber Miller found this short section
22-02.pdf
of a pathological dolphin rostrum. In 2010, Gerholdt
and Godfrey published on a handful of these
mysterious fossils. We don’t yet know what kind of
Submitted by Alberto Collareta. ☼
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Mowgli

Inside-Out Moon Jelly

Jeri Cuffley and Stephen Godfrey sculpted and
painted this large’ish, but stunted scale model of one
of the Easter Island Moai. Foam not stone! Zoey
Garber (right, not sculpted) for scale. Photo by S.
Godfrey. ☼

I spotted this inside-out moon jellyfish (Aurelia aurita
(Linnaeus, 1758)) in one of the Museum tanks. I have
no idea how its umbel was inverted (the upper nowspherical portion of the jellyfish), and it seemed
incapable of flipping itself into its anatomically
correct configuration (below). Photo by S. Godfrey.

What are Stephen Groff (left) and John Nance
doing? Photo by S. Godfrey. ☼

Photo by Luc Viatour, Brussels, Belgium. ☼
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Home in Oxford, England with
Shark Sculpture on Roof Made
Heritage Site
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2022/ma
r/25/oxford-house-with-shark-sculpture-on-roofmade-heritage-site-despite-owners-objection
Submitted by Robert Hurry. ☼

CALVERT MARINE MUSEUM
FOSSIL CLUB EVENTS
Sunday, September 11, 2022. 2:00 pm In Person
Fossil Club meeting and 3:00, free public lecture.
Harms Gallery, Calvert Marine Museum. We will
attempt to host this meeting as a hybrid with a live
Zoom feed. Our speaker at 3:00 will be Tanya
Houppermans (www.BlueElementsImaging.com).
She will speak on “Shark Photography,
Conservation, and Research.”

Tanya Houppermans will be our speaker during the
Sunday afternoon, September 11th club meeting and
public lecture.
Sunday, November 13, 2022. 2:00 pm In Person
Fossil Club meeting and 3:00, free public lecture.
Harms Gallery, Calvert Marine Museum. We will
attempt to host this meeting as a hybrid with a live
Zoom feed. Our speaker at 3:00 will be JP Hodnett
from Dinosaur Park. The title of his presentation is:
“The World of Dinosaur Park!”
Summary: The sediments of the M-NCPPC Dinosaur
Park, located south of Laurel Maryland, represent an
approximately 115-112 million year old environment
that was rich in plant and animal life. Since 2018, new
research demonstrates a more complex ecology than
previously recognized based on new discoveries and
new interpretations of previous collections. New
excavations at Dinosaur Park includes the first large
dinosaur partial skeleton to be recognized in over a
century!

J.P. Hodnett will be our speaker during the Sunday
afternoon, November 13th club meeting and public
lecture.
Newsletter website: http://calvertmarinemuseum.com/204/The-Ecphora-Newsletter
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Several field trips are being planned for the fall
collecting season. Dates to be determined. ☼

Suggested Names for
Major Classes of Fossils
By Stephen J. Godfrey and Alberto Collareta
1) The term “kalapulite” is coined to describe all
fossilized impressions of organisms (or just parts
thereof). “Kalapulite” is a combination of “kalápous”,
the Greek word for a mold combined with “lite”
from the Greek “lithos” meaning “stone”. Kalapulites
are fossilized body impressions in any medium like
(but not limited to) sediment and coprolites. There are
untold trillions of kalapulites preserved in
sedimentary rock, there are probably fewer than a
half-dozen preserved in coprolites (like the
impression of the ammonite in a coprolite just
described by George Frandsen on page three
above). Plant and animal impressions could simply be
distinguished
as
phytokalapulites
and
zookalapulites. Overall, and along with impressions
of Precambrian problematica (vendobionts and kin),
they may all be referred to as kalapulites.
2) A body fossil is referred to as a “geviyyahlite” (but
not an inner, outer or composite mold/cast), a term
derived from the ancient Hebrew (one of the oldest
surviving languages) “geviyyah” for “body”
combined with “lite” from the Greek “lithos”
meaning “stone”. Therefore, paleontology is, for the
most part, a study of geviyyahlites.
3) “Morderolite” is a new term that describes any
medium, biogenic or otherwise, that preserves bite
marks (aka bite traces) of any kind. The new term is
derived from “mordere” Latin for “bite” combined
with “lite” from Greek “lithos” meaning “stone”. The
last letter “e” of “mordere” was replaced with the
letter “o” to render the spelling of the new term unique
and mellifluous. The term referred to the object that
was bitten, not the bite marks themselves.
Morderolites would include (but is not limited to),
bone, teeth, shell, and coprolites. This term is the only

one of the new terms listed here that is specifically
related to (but not synonym of) a class of trace fossils.
At the time of this writing (June 15, 2022),
none of these suggested new terms appeared in any
Google search. Many thanks to C.R. Smith for help
with the Hebrew.
Stephen.Godfrey@calvertcountymd.gov
alberto.collareta@unipi.it
☼

100 Year-Old Greenland Shark
https://www.livescience.com/dead-greenland-sharkbrain-infection
Submitted by Doug Alves. ☼

DoubleKnot
The Museum has shifted the Fossil Club
Membership sign-up/renewal from CivicPlus/PayPal
to DoubleKnot. This is the same system used for
admissions and cruises.
Below is a direct link.
https://calvertmarinemuseum.doubleknot.com/event/
fossil-club-membership/2915374 ☼

Great White Sharks Implicated in
Megalodon’s Extinction
https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://www.smithsonia
nmag.com/smart-news/great-white-sharks-mayhave-driven-megalodons-into-extinction180980179/__;!!DQNvdwrwp7gU1Q!e1QrntvlGhD
KH0J9mLjpesZNhgjtBM9gFRj1vBh2_g_RyDmWQ
IfDxmxFKh8mhCKrIlPLKI2jzto1dkUo0sAWXXCL
VT1Kfc1uevI$
Submitted by Mike Ellwood. ☼
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Many thanks to Mike Ellwood, John Nance and Dr.
Victor Perez for proofreading this edition.
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